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NAME: Edmond Laharett

STREET ADDRESS: 3 Boy St

CITY OR TOWN: Augusta

HOW LONG IN UNITED STATES: 18 years

HOW LONG IN MAINE: 6 years

BORN IN: Canada

DATE OF BIRTH: Aug 7, 1876

IF MARRIED, HOW MANY CHILDREN: Fifteen

JOB: Farmer

NAME OF EMPLOYER: Self

ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER: Self

ENGLISH SPEAK: Yes

ENGLISH READ: Yes

ENGLISH WRITE: Yes

OTHER LANGUAGES: French

HAVE YOU MADE APPLICATION FOR CITIZENSHIP?: Yes

HAVE YOU EVER HAD MILITARY SERVICE?: No

IF SO, WHERE?:

WHEN?:

SIGNATURE: Edmond Laharett

WITNESS: John

DATE: June 24, 1910

PLACE: Augusta, Maine